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Dissolution of Scrap in Hot Metal under Linz–Donawitz (LD) Steelmaking Conditions
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Abstract: One of the main charging materials of the Linz–Donawitz oxygen steelmaking process (LD) is scrap. Scrap acts as a coolant for the exothermic reactions inside the LD vessel and as an iron source in addition to hot metal. The optimization of the LD process is focused, amongst other factors, on thermodynamic and kinetic modelling. The results of simulations have to be validated in close to reality laboratory-scale experiments. A study was made on the dissolution behavior of common steel scrap in carbon-saturated hot metal which is charged into LD converters. In order to examine the effect of several parameters on diffusive scrap melting, the difference between stagnant and dynamic dissolution as well as the influence of the hot metal temperature were investigated. Using a literature-based equation the mass transfer coefficient of carbon between the solid scrap and the liquid hot metal was evaluated. The ranges of values of the ablation rate and the mass transfer coefficient for the appropriate systems are pointed out, resulting in a significant dependence of the investigated parameters.
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1. Introduction

Since the early 1950s, oxygen steelmaking in a Linz–Donawitz oxygen steelmaking process (LD) converter has been the dominant method of crude steel production. Since the beginning, scrap has been charged as a cooling agent and an additional iron source besides hot metal. Cooling is necessary due to heat generation through the oxidation reactions of carbon, silicon, manganese, and phosphorus. The whole process cycle is influenced by the dissolution and melting behavior of scrap in hot metal. Since the early 1970s, the investigation of the melting and dissolution behavior of scrap in iron melts with different carbon contents has been investigated, whereby only a few authors have taken into account the fluid flow of the liquid phase together with the initial process composition of hot metal [1–12].

To examine the effects of several parameters on diffusive scrap melting, an experimental investigation of the melting behavior of a common steel scrap in carbon saturated hot metal was executed. This work specifically points out the differences in the melting and dissolution rate of scrap in hot metal between stagnant and turbulent fluid motion of the liquid melt.
2. Background of Diffusive Scrap Melting

According to the literature, two processes control scrap melting and they change when the temperature exceeds the melting point of the scrap, which is defined by the liquidus temperature in the phase diagram for the given chemical composition of the scrap. Below the scrap melting point, the diffusion process of carbon controls the scrap dissolution and so-called diffusive melting occurs. Above the scrap melting point, forced or convective scrap melting starts. In this case, the mass transfer can be neglected since the heat transfer becomes dominant for the dissolution process \[5,6,13\]. Forced scrap melting is not relevant for this research work, since the melting point of the used steel scrap was above the hot metal temperature.

The main influence on diffusive scrap melting is the diffusive mass transport of carbon between the liquid metal and the charged scrap. Equation (1) is a mathematical model, proposed by L. Zhang and F. Oeters in ref. [6], where the mass transfer coefficient \(k_{\text{met}}\) in \([\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}]\) is a second decisive factor to define the ablation rate of a scrap particle.

\[
-\frac{dr}{dt} = k_{\text{met}} \ln \left( \frac{\%C_{\text{Scrap}} - \%C_{\text{HM}}}{\%C_{\text{Scrap}} - \%C_{\text{liq}}} \right)
\]  

(1)

In equation (1) the radius of the particle is \(r\) in unit \([\text{m}]\). \(C_{\text{liq}}\) describes the carbon concentration of the scrap on the liquidus line at a given temperature. The carbon concentrations in the scrap and hot metal are \(C_{\text{HM}}\) and \(C_{\text{Scrap}}\) in \([\text{wt}%]\) \[6\]. In this work, the liquidus line was determined for the actual silicon and manganese content of the scrap using the FeFe\(_3\)C phase diagram generated by the FactSage\textsuperscript{TM} FSstel database (licensed to Montanuniversität Leoben, Department Metallurgie; Version 7.1, ©Thermfact and GTT-Technologies, Montreal, QC, Canada and Herzogenrath, Germany) \[14–16\].

3. Description of the Experiment

The steel scrap investigated in this study was an S235JR construction steel, submerged in carbon saturated hot metal. The hot metal (330 g) was charged into an alumina crucible and positioned in a high temperature vertical tube furnace. To reach the starting temperatures, the heating rate was specified at 300 K/min. Before the first and between each further dissolution experiment, a holding time of 30 min was set. The vertical tube furnace was flushed with nitrogen during the heating and melting process to prevent oxidation of the hot metal. The scrap geometry was cylindrical. The diameter of the cylinder was 12 mm and the length 30 mm. The submerging depth into the hot metal was 25 mm. The axial heat flow to the specimen holding was diminished through a notch. The starting temperature of the specimen was 25 °C. The axial movement of the cylinder to the melt was carried out with a vertical pneumatic controlled cylinder. In order to realize a turbulent fluid motion in the hot metal, the sample was rotated at 100 rpm for the dynamic investigations. The determination of the real level of turbulence during the entire blowing process will, inter alia, be possible through CFD-simulation or related methods. Measurements directly in an LD converter are difficult to realize but it may be reasonable to assume that turbulent conditions are present. According to the geometric and physical parameters of the experiments and the present case of a rotating cylinder in a cylindrical crucible the theory of Taylor–Couette flow is used to define when laminar flow becomes unstable and further turbulent. The mathematical executions are not explained in detail in this work but are well described by A. Esser and S. Grossmann in [17] or A. Racina in [18]. For the present system a rotating sample with 100 rpm was found to be definitely in turbulent mixing regime. For static conditions, stirring by rotation of the cylinder was not performed.

To determine the effect of the initial temperature of the hot metal, three starting temperatures were defined (1305 °C, 1370 °C, and 1450 °C). Through pre-experiments as well as a heat and mass balance, published by the authors in ref. [19] the equilibrium temperature between the scrap center
and the hot metal was reached after less than 10 s. The starting and equilibrium temperatures as well as the chemical composition of the hot metal and the steel scrap are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Specification of the hot metal and the scrap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Hot metal</th>
<th>Scrap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon content [wt%]</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon content [wt%]</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.0733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese content [wt%]</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus content [wt%]</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass [g]</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial temperature [°C]</td>
<td>1305/1370/1450</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium temperature [°C]</td>
<td>1230/1300/1385</td>
<td>1230/1300/1385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To fulfill the variables for Equation (1), the carbon concentrations on the liquidus line of the scrap ($C_{liq}$) for the three determined equilibrium temperatures, given in Table 1, are shown in the appropriate phase diagram of the scrap in Figure 1. In the same figure the red line defines the liquidus line of the used scrap. The carbon concentrations ($C_{liq}$) are marked with the star symbol and their values are written beside it.

![Fe-Fe₃C (0.073% Si, 0.479% Mn)](image)

Figure 1. Carbon concentration of the scrap on the liquidus line at a given temperature.

The weight of the cylinder was measured before each experiment. After a defined dissolution time, the sample was extracted from the melt. Immediately after the extraction, the sample was quenched in water to avoid weight changes through oxidation. For the evaluation of the ablation rate ($dr/dt$), the radius was determined through the mass ($m_{\Delta}$) of the sample after the measured dissolution time. For this evaluation, the density of the cylinder, defined by Equation (2), published by Miettinen in ref. [20], was used. The density $\rho_{T=T_{eq}}$ is assumed to be equal to the density at the equilibrium temperature ($T = T_{eq}$, austenitic) as well as the density of the hot metal. It was observed that only melting in the radial direction occurred, which can be explained through local density differences according to the temperature gradient in the boundary layer of the hot metal. Therefore, the length $l$ of the cylinder was assumed to be constant for the evaluation of the radius $r$ after a certain dissolution time.
time $\Delta t$. Further hot metal droplets stuck to the ground surface of the cylinder after its removal from the melt. The adherent hemispheres were included for the determination of the radius $r_{\Delta t}$. Due to the fact that the hot metal droplet is not always a perfect hemisphere, it has to be multiplied by a geometric factor $g$. The factor is 1 if the droplet is a hemisphere or 0 if there is no hot metal sticking on the ground surface. The geometric factor was determined through pictures, which were taken at eight circumferential positions. The equation for the determination of the radius after a certain time $r_{\Delta t}$ was done by goal seek application with Microsoft Excel and is shown in Equation (3), where $m_{\Delta t}$ is the mass of the cylinder after the defined submerging period.

$$\rho_{T=T_{eq}} = 8099.79 - 0.0506T + (-118.26 + 0.007397T) * C_{C,scr} - 68.24 * C_{Si,scr} - 6.01 * C_{Mn,scr}$$

$$0 = \frac{2}{3} * r_{\Delta t}^3 * g + r_{\Delta t}^2 * l - \frac{m_{\Delta t}}{\rho_{T=T_{eq}} * \pi}$$

The derivates of the ablation rate ($\Delta r/\Delta t$) were solved by a Lagrange polynomial of the second grade for uneven time steps. The basic polynomial used is shown in Equation (4) [21].

$$f'(x) = f(x_{i-1}) \frac{2x-x_{i-1}-x_{i+1}}{(x_{i-1}-x_{i})*(x_{i-1}-x_{i+1})} + f(x_{i}) \frac{2x-x_{i-1}-x_{i+1}}{(x_{i}-x_{i-1})*(x_{i}-x_{i+1})} + f(x_{i+1}) \frac{2x-x_{i-1}-x_{i+1}}{(x_{i+1}-x_{i-1})*(x_{i+1}-x_{i})}$$

In Equation (4), $x$ is the value where the derivative has to be estimated, which in this case is the radius $r$ as derivative from the time.

4. Discussion of the Experimental Results

The experimental data is based on a test series where three to six specimens were submerged for a specific time into hot metal. The submerging times were 10 s, 20 s, 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, 180 s, and 240 s. At the highest equilibrium temperature 140 s was the longest submerging time. From each cylinder, photographs were made in the circumferential position for further processing. In Figure 2 the cylinders after the given submerging time are shown in comparison to the initial state of the cylinder.

![Figure 2. Recent photography’s of the steel cylinders after a specific dissolution time (red marks) in comparison to the initial state (0 s).](image)

In Figure 3 the calculated dimensionless average radius, using Equation (3), is shown for static approaches (no rotation of the sample). Figure 4 shows the determined values in turbulent conditions (dynamic sample, rotation velocity 100 rpm) inside the hot metal, which are more valuable for the conditions during the LD process, where high turbulence according to the oxygen blowing arises. The light areas in Figures 3 and 4 show the standard deviation of the measurements. Especially at the
higher temperatures and long dissolution times, problems of oxidation through air inside the furnace lead to higher fluctuations of the final determined radius.

In the initial stage of the dissolution, a small shell formation appears that lasts longer the lower the temperature of the liquid hot metal. At an equilibrium temperature of 1385 °C no shell formation is obvious after 10 s. In this case, the freezing and melting of the hot metal layer are already finished after the first measurement point. Furthermore, it is clearly shown that the shell formation will be shorter during turbulent conditions. With increasing temperature, the decrease of the radius is faster. This effect appears in both settings.

Figure 3. Dimensionless radius of the experiment with stagnant hot metal (static approach).

Figure 4. Dimensionless radius of the experiment with turbulent conditions in hot metal (dynamic approach).
In Figure 4 it can be seen that diffusive melting proceeds faster in comparison to static conditions. After a process time of 150 s and an equilibrium temperature of 1385 °C, the cylinder dissolved completely.

Based on the determined radius, the derivates of the ablation rates were quantified based on a second grade Lagrange polynomial. The graphical results are shown in Figure 5. It is visible that the ablation rate stays close to constant after shell formation. This could be observed at the two lower equilibrium temperatures. At the equilibrium temperature of 1385 °C, a slight decrease in the ablation rate is visible. This is a result of the oxidizing atmosphere in the vertical tube furnace. The surface of the sample that is not submerged in the hot metal starts to be oxidized after long holding times and higher temperatures. At all temperatures, the absolute value (|Δr/Δt|) of the ablation rate under turbulent hot metal conditions is higher than under static surroundings, which means that the scrap melts faster under turbulent conditions. This is explainable due to the higher mass transport from the sample surface to the melt according to the turbulence. In Equation (1) there is no factor for turbulence included, so a modification has to be defined.

![Figure 5. Comparison of the radial ablation rates in stagnant or turbulent conditions of the liquid hot metal with different equilibrium temperatures.](image)

The mass transfer coefficients for the appropriate systems were evaluated with Equation (1) using the chemical parameters from Table 1 and Figure 1 as well as the determined derivates. The mass transfer coefficients for the stagnant and dynamic systems are presented in Figure 6 and listed in Table 2. After the shell formation ends, a quite constant mass transfer coefficient occurs at the temperatures of 1230 °C and 1300 °C. In all cases, the mass transfer is higher under turbulent conditions in the hot metal. At a temperature of 1385 °C, again a slight increase in the mass transfer with increasing dissolution time is obvious according to the oxidation of the sample holding device.

Table 2 lists the range of the calculated ablation rate and the mass transfer coefficients above 20 s of dissolution time. In the case, presented in this work, the freezing of a hot metal layer and its melting is finished. As shown in Table 2, the ablation rate is always negative after 20 s which means the scrap melts according to the diffusive melting theory. Thereby, it is clearly shown that the mass transfer is influenced strongly by the temperature and the experimental condition. Higher temperatures and a turbulent surrounding increase the mass transfer.
The intention of this work was to present the results of laboratory-scale experiments on the dissolution and melting behavior of common construction steel scrap in hot metal under stagnant or turbulent conditions of the melt and with a variation in temperature. The conditions were used because they are similar to the initial stages of the LD steelmaking process.

For the investigation of the differences between the two assumed conditions, the ablation rate of the radius of the dissolved scrap cylinder was determined. A shell formation of the hot metal on the scrap surface occurred in the initial stages at the experiment equilibrium temperatures of 1230 °C and 1300 °C. It was clearly pointed out that the shell formation lasts longer the lower the equilibrium temperature. At the highest temperature, the shell formation and its melting is finished after the first measurement point of a submerging time of 10 s. Turbulent conditions decrease the time of shell formation significantly. Based on the measured and calculated radius, the derivatives for the ablation rate of the radius were determined using a second grade Lagrange polynomial. The ablation rate observed was shown to be constant after the turning point of the shell formation at temperatures of 1230 °C and 1300 °C. At 1385 °C, a decrease in the ablation rate was visible. Finally, it was observed that turbulent bath conditions have a higher absolute value of the ablation rate than in a stagnant melt.

In summary, the results of the work clearly indicate that the actual temperature and the motion of the melt have a strong impact on the melting and dissolution behavior of scrap. More research has to be done to develop a close to reality equation for the melting and dissolution behavior under the LD steelmaking process conditions. The conclusions should be used in further works to improve the...
theoretical and practical description of the scrap melting for online and offline dynamic LD converter models, used in the industry. Better predictions of scrap melting may result in a decrease in lance damages due to breakage induced by non-molten big scrap pieces. Furthermore, a more precise description of the scrap melting and dissolution may decrease tap-to-tap times.
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